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Providing senior level 
technical and strategic 

IT leadership

Our goal is always to help hospitals become more self-
sufficient and to give them the knowledge to handle their 

own IT needs...That’s the difference between 
a member-driven versus a for-profit service. 

We think it’s better for everyone.

ICAHN CIO Ryan Sierman explains the OSSIM Solution to  
Tami Spencer (below right), IT Department Manager, and  
Teresa Walker, IT Department Tech, both of Warner Hospital  
and Health Services. 

We appreciate knowing ICAHN’s 
IT staff and their expertise is only 
a phone call away. Knowing 
they can provide the senior level 
IT leadership we need when we 
need it is a great comfort.

“

“– Melody Cowdrey, Senior Director, 
Hopedale Medical Complex
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Offering expanded services
 
Assisting in the fight to protect data and 
the mission-critical nature of IT as it supports 
clinical systems, ICAHN IT Services continues 
to expand and increase its service lines 
to specifically meet and anticipate the 
future needs of your small and rural 
hospital!

                                          Similar to purchasing an insurance policy, your hospital can contract with ICAHN          
           to assess, on a semi-annual basis, your current networks, maintain an inventory of critical IT  
 passwords, review changes in technology or critical systems, and to ask IT-related questions of 
ICAHN’s expert staff. This service enables hospital IT staff to plan for potential emergencies, absence of 
critical staff for vacation time, and any unexpected staff departures.

  The hospital environment is complex, with many applications solely dependent 
upon information technology. Many times CAHs do not have the IT staff to 
offer strategic guidance and direction to plan for the future because staff 
must focus on day-to-day technology issues. ICAHN works with many 
CAHs statewide to offer senior leadership guidance and direction.

  With our greatest effort yet to help manage and protect data, ICAHN uses an open source 
solution called OSSIM (no software cost) that monitors your data and alerts you to any attempts 
to inappropriately access your data. Your hospital has the ability to choose various data management 
warnings developed from a menu of options created at multiple CAHs. 

  Regarding firewall monitoring, senior leadership within the hospital must fully understand who has access 
into the hospital’s firewall and who is authorized to make changes (for example, administrator access, 
VPNs, remote access). For peace of mind, many CAHs rely upon ICAHN’s technical staff to manage 
and maintain all perimeter devices.

  Hospitals have potlential computer vulnerabilities that may lead to costly data breaches. ICAHN has 
PCI-compliance software that can test and mitigate potential breaches. This is a critical service that 
helps your IT staff protect your technology assets and patient information.
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